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From Spatial Data to Spatial Information

ot long after the proliferation of data science as a field in its own right—combining methods
from disciplines such as statistics, data mining, machine learning, and data visualization—
specialized sub-disciplines for application areas emerged, including biomedical, cultural, sports,
health, and spatial data science. This division into different “kinds” of data science reminds of the
1990s establishment of different branches of informatics (bioinformatics, health informatics,
geoinformatics, etc.), each providing a different angle on the computational turn in their respective
disciplines. Research agendas were written for each of those new fields and revised over the years, as
research made progress and new computational developments opened up new possibilities.
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In light of the existence of a number of research agendas for GIS, geographical information science,
geoinformatics, cyberGIS, geocomputation, and locationbased services (e.g., Rhind, 1988; McMaster
& Usery, 2004; Anselin, 2012; Huang et al., 2018), a research agenda for spatial data science would
need to be distinctively different from any of those existing research agendas. The identification of
the unique research challenges for spatial data science ultimately leads to the question how exactly –
besides the limitation of geo to certain scales – spatial data science differs from any of those existing
fields (and, at the same time, how they differ from each other). The answers to those questions will
need an ongoing discussion within and between the respective communities, for which this
symposium will provide a promising starting point. Nonetheless, there seem to be some obvious
trends that set spatial data science aside from the established subdisciplines, including:
Integration of spatial methods into the regular data science workflow. Analysis of spatial data is
becoming more and more common as part of the “regular“ data science workflow. Data scientists use
software libraries such as sf for R or geopandas and PySAL for Python within their normal working
environment, without the requirement for a GIS or a spatial database. These developments promise
the establishment of spatial analysis as one of the major pillars of data science, next to statistics,
machine learning, etc. However, they also present a new research challenge concerning the usability
of those tools, which are often used by data scientists with little training in the opportunities and
peculiarities of spatial information and the corresponding analytical tools. These tools hence need to
be made more accessible for a user group that is substantially different from traditional GIS users.
Open and Reproducible Science. Looking at academic research, we can already witness an increasing
adoption of data science practices for the analysis and mapping of spatial data. The sharing of open
source code on public repositories, as well as the development and use of open tutorials and
documentation, often using notebooks, has increased substantially over the last years. Moreover,
open source languages, particularly Python and R, have subsequently been equipped with impressive
capabilities for spatial analysis. In combination, these developments lower the bar for truly
reproducible research, whose adoption is currently initiated by various projects and initiatives, but
still far from wide acceptance. The development of a more open culture is thus one of the challenges
for our field arising from recent developments in (spatial) data science.
From spatial data to spatial information. Ultimately, the goal of spatial data science is still to turn
spatial data into insightful, actionable information. The merging of spatial analysis tools into data
science therefore opens up new opportunities and challenges for the field, allowing it to grow beyond
its classical user base, but likewise demanding an orientation towards a new user group, which is very
well trained on the computational side, but may need more guidance on the spatial aspects. If this
challenge can be successfully addressed, the field is making a substantial step towards turning spatial
into the new normal.
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